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The term compliance in relation to information security means adherence to some highlevel standards (such as SOX, PCI DSS, Basel II,
and GLBA). Checking for compliance with such
regulations is essential for assessing how strictly
your organization applies the security controls
described in the regulatory documents (acceptable password length, existence of internal
policies and procedures, time of fixing vulnerabilities, etc.).
In addition to international standards there
are their local equivalents, corporate policies
and NIST requirements also exist. Assessment of
compliance to these regulations is also necessary. The standards consist of security controls;
where applying these controls results in one’s
actual state of compliance. Here is an example
of a security control: "There shall be a formal disciplinary process for employees who have committed a security breach." (ISO/IEC 2005, A.8.2.3)
Compliance checks are not just for red tape,
the more requirements that are met, the higher
the security level within an organization and the
lower the risk of financial damage in case of a
breach. Needless to say that compliance maintenance should be a frequent and ongoing exercise, otherwise your next audit may result in
monetary fines and additional work to update
your systems in accordance with the requirements.
How to perform a compliance check
At the ISO 27001 audit course I happened
to meet some information security specialists
who worked for certain organization that used
the 27001 standard for compliance checks, but
would perform assessment and capture their
results in an Excel spread sheet. And believe me,
you wouldn't want to see that sheet.
Of course, one method (like this) is to make
a list of controls on paper or use Excel. Another
method would be to use special software for
security specialists to answer typical questions
with "yes", "no", "I don't know", etc. But how reliable would information obtained this way be?
Can you be sure that a domain administrator
really set the minimum password length to 7
characters? Can you be sure the administrator
didn't make a screenshot with the expected
configuration and then change group policy
settings according to his (!) own goals? Some
controls can only be checked by asking those
responsible, however most part of compliance
checking can be done with the help of automated tools.
Control types
Security controls can be technical and non-

technical. Checking technical controls compliance can be automated (via console commands, configuration files parsing, registry
parameters checking, etc.).
Here is a couple of common examples of a
technical control which is included in the majority of standards: PCI DSS, 8.5.10 – "Require
a minimum password length of at least seven
characters"; PCI DSS 5.1. "Deploy anti-virus software on all systems commonly affected by malicious software (particularly personal computers
and servers)."
Compliance with non-technical controls,
obviously, cannot be checked with automated
tools. The ISO/IEC 2005 A.8.2.3 control I mentioned above is a good example of this type.
No security standards only consist of technical controls. With no automation tools available we could consider all controls to be nontechnical. However, the ability to automatically
check a compliance control tells us that control
is a technical one. The more controls that can
be analyzed (by verifying a system's compliance
with it), the quicker risks can be eliminated by
bringing systems into compliance.
Let me introduce some terms. Compliance
checking is usually divided into general compliance checks (verifying a system's compliance
with high-level standards by default), regulatory
compliance checks (here conformity to requirements of various regulatory authorities, such as
for Banking, is checked), and policy compliance
checks (the range can vary from enterprise to
NIST policies). Let's agree that for this article all
these terms mean "checks for compliance with

standards or policies".
From standards to policies
What if your enterprise systems were not required to comply with any security standards,
however you want to ensure that information
security policies are properly adhered to?
The term compliance check is not only for
high-level standards (ISO, SOX, Basel II) and
NIST guidelines, but also for internal enterprise
policies. Many enterprise policies include controls from standards. This means that technical
controls can be singled out from the standards
used for your information security policies, to
combine them into a policy and focus on ensuring this policy compliance.
The question however is how to automate
the creation and processing of these controls to
assess a system's compliance with security standards or policies? The answer is quite simple: using such automation tools as vulnerability scanners, compliance management system (CMS),
SIEM systems or at least some DIY scripts.
How it works
In a CMS and vulnerability scanner, compliance checks can be configured with the IP
addresses of enterprise information systems,
which should be checked. Then the defined
systems are scanned to assess their compliance
with the controls of a selected standard (during
this process the scanner usually collects all available relevant data), and after that the tool analyzes whether or not the defined assets comply
with all the controls of the given standard.

As a rule, such tools provide a list of standards
with a predefined set of controls, which can be
selected for compliance checking. If this is not
enough, one can buy additional licenses from
the vendor for some other standards or to develop their own sets of controls.
Developing your own standard
Vulnerability scanners with compliance
checking modes often provide an option for
creating a user standard from scratch or on
the basis of existing controls. This includes an
option of redefining control values or adding
your own.
Adding customized controls is possible due
to flexible checking mechanisms. In every security compliance system, control checks include
one or several tests. Usually such tests are implemented via several scripts with various techniques and transports (e.g., WMI, RPC, etc.). For
instance, in McAfee VM, some scripts stored in
its database look as shown in the figure.
However a customer has no need to explore
databases and even know which scripts perform which checks. Commonly software vendors provide GUI to work with controls. You can
add to your new standard or policy any technical controls you need or redefine the values of
the existing ones.

SIEM
Let's talk about SIEM. Some terms related to
such systems are defined in my other articles.
Let's think why SIEM systems need an option
for checking compliance. What stands for this in
relation to SIEM? And why not use only vulnerability scanners and compliance management
systems for such checks?
First, standards include controls regarding
logging some events, related to user accounts,
access to resources, changing group policies,
etc. These controls should also be applied, and
SIEM systems allow verifying whether such
types of event are logged.
Second, unlike various scanners, SIEM systems continuously receive data, which can be
used for dynamic, real-time compliance assessment. How rapidly will you be notified of an
anti-virus protection failure on your server or a
group policy change? In these cases, running a
scanner will result in additional loading of your
network and information systems, since a standard (e.g., PCI DSS) compliance often involves
vulnerability scanning, which means serious
loading, that could crash your whole production system.
On the other hand SIEM systems can act as
passive sources of compliance-related data,
obtained on the fly. Such systems also solve the

Additionally, if a system provides incident
management, a special employee will also receive a task to solve the problem.
Sounds great, doesn't it? Now let's return to
our SIEM systems and see how they actually
perform compliance assessment.
High-level standards dictate logging and
storing logs for certain event types (see the
table below).
Object accessed
Object created
Object Access

Object modified
Object deleted
Object handle
Successful user logons
Successful user logoff

Logon
Unsuccessful user logon
Remote sessions
User policy changes
Policy Changes

Domain policy changes
Audit policy changes
System logs

System Events
Audit logs cleared
Process Tracking

Process access
Successfull account authentications

Account Logon
Unsuccessfull account authentications
User Access

User access to company resources
User account changes

Account ManageComputer account changes
ment
User group changes
Security Assessment

If there is no GUI, at least there should be
documentation describing how to create a customized standard (e.g., in XML). Some effort ...
and voilà, a unique standard, customized for
your enterprise, is ready.

problem of log management. At the same time
they can show what exactly is causing noncompliance based on the data they receive.
Security administrators are notified in cases of
non-compliance.

Contigency Planning

Configuration
Management

Asset discovery
Service control
Backup
Restore from backup
Software updates
Anti-malwares

Here is what we have, taking into account
some individual compliance standards.
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SIEM won't ever include all technical controls
from standards due to one simple reason: Control values are not transferred with event logs
from facilities. So, without adding a scanner feature, a SIEM system is unable to get the values.
However, one of the trends is to use agentless
technologies. Despite everything, SIEM systems
allow monitoring states related to the majority
of controls in real time. SIEM developers only
need to take a step in the right direction.
I hope that in this article I managed to dispell
the myth that SIEM systems could be used for
compliance checks and introduced you to such
concepts as standard compliance, policy compliance, and regulatory compliance.
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Security Assessment

Why do developers face such difficulties when
trying to implement compliance assessment features? Here are some main reasons explaining it.
Reason one. SIEM systems don't use the concept of an object. Here we can recall the correlation technique MBR (model based reasoning),
covered in one of my articles. This method could
help describe, for example, an object state which
results in non-compliance.
SIEM models store events, event categories
and classes, statistics. However, there are no
states of objects or assets (as I mentioned above,
even the concept of objects does not exist in
SIEM systems).
Reason two. Most SIEM systems’ events are
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Performing such checks requires really large
amount of resources, so SIEM developers often
give up.

ISO
2700

+

+

not normalized (transformed into standardized format), which requires creating a great
amount of correlation rules. Why? All vendors
aim to comply with the NIST 800-92 requirement ("Original event is preserved and no data
is changed during normalization") and store
original event messages in RAW.
This, in its turn, makes developing a fully
functional compliance management feature
unreasonable.
So what should they do? One possible solution is to use the CEE standard (cee.mitre.org).
This will allow standardizing events while avoiding NIST 800-92 non-compliance.
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+
+

+

Let me accentuate this: the focus is on logging and storing logs. We won't see anything
like "analysis" or "auditing of obtained data" (not
to be confused with "system access audit", these
are usually log data).
If you expect that a compliance check result,
from your SIEM system, will return, for instance,
a message "Minimum password length should
be set" with an indication of compliant or noncompliant values — unfortunately, you'll definitely be disappointed.
What you can usually expect when checking
an asset for compliance (with high level standards) with a SIEM system, is usually a list of logs
and systems in relation to a control or, at best, a
report based on logs related to a control (e.g.,
data flows control).

It's easy to conclude that SIEM systems are
not designed for compliance management,
but should only be used as a technical means
of ensuring event logging and storage, and
have only limited functionality for tracking and
reporting.
Certainly, there are exceptions. But not many
of them. Some vendors try to apply analysis
of received logs to extract useful information
which affects compliance. In this case controls
are associated with SIEM correlation rules. One
control is usually associated with several rules.
This is because a certain fact (for instance, configuring minimum password length in a domain
policy) can involve multiple event logs from
various facilities, and the "content" of events
can vary.
Moreover, in various facilities' event logs, a
certain event can be described with various key
words, and have different IDs.
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